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Background
Value based care entities (VBCs) use
interdisciplinary teams that are geographically
remote, to manage the care of complex patients
across various clinical settings. This collaboration
requires real-time, remote coordination to produce
a consolidated plan & record of a patient’s medical
history, treatment plans, and open action items. VBC
reimbursement is largely dependent on the Risk
Adjustment Factor (RAF) score, which is derived from
a combination of patient demographics and highrisk diagnoses, where higher scores can equate to
1,2
larger per member per month payments .
Barriers to accurately & completely capturing a
patient population’s medical complexity include:
•

•

•

Limited mobile EHR functionality forces this
forces clinicians to rely on paper notes in the
field which is inefficient & leads to data loss.
Fragmented workflows across paper, text,
email and more, result in communication
failures, missed follow ups, and alert fatigue.
Duplicative
documentation
leads
to
information loss and incomplete diagnoses
lists, and therefore inappropriately low RAF
scores.

PEOPLE
• An ACO in Southeastern PA that cares for 11,579
patients
• Intervention group: An interdisciplinary group of
physicians, APPs, pharmacists and social workers
caring for ACO patients meeting the following
criteria: ≳2 hospital admissions within the last 6
months, cost of care in the top 3% of the ACO, or
permanent homebound status (225 patients)
PROCESS
• Bedside review of open tasks and follow up items
• Bedside capture of new symptoms, diagnoses or
follow ups in shared digital platform
• Weekly interdisciplinary “huddle” for patients
seen in that week or with other care needs to
review and documenting high risk conditions and
associated complications recorded in the field,
review and follow up of open tasks, and finally,
accurate coding.
TECHNOLOGY
• The intervention group used a care
orchestration platform (CareAlign, Philadelphia,
PA) to do the following:
- Facilitate bedside review of clinical data &
capture of new clinical information and follow
up items
- Track and manage patient care plans using a
problem based, iterative and collaborative
care planning module
- Track recent and upcoming patient visits
- Conduct a weekly review of open tasks that
need to be completed & discuss blockers (if
any)
- Generate documentation with templated
plans to create customized workflows
ensuring appropriate documentation of the
patient’s plan of care as well as incorporate
information entered in the field

Results
The average RAF scores for the control vs intervention groups in the ACO at the
end of 2020 vs the end of 2021 were compared. The difference in RAF scores for
the control group patients was 1.359 in 2021 vs 1.326 in 2020, an increase of 0.05
correlating to an average incremental increase in annual per patient reimbursement
of $460. The intervention group RAF scores increased to 2.739 in 2021 from 2.325,
a difference of 0.414 correlating to an interval increase in annual reimbursement per
patient of $3809 (Table 1).
Table 1. RAF scores for patients cared for by clinicians in intervention group compared
to control
Number of
patients

2020 RAF

2021 RAF

Difference

Incremental increase
in reimbursement per
patient based on RAF

All patients
in ACO

11, 579

1.326

1.386

0.06

$6,391,608

Control

11, 354

1.309

1.359

0.05

$460

225

2.325

2.735

0.414

$3,809

Intervention

Conclusion
The combination of people (interdisciplinary team), process (point-of care and weekly
reviews) and technology (care orchestration platform) can successfully drive more complete and accurate clinical documentation resulting in potential for value-based savings. Having a process and platform that allows a medical team to dynamically manage
tasks and care plans is key to improving coding of patient complexity. Future directions
involve collecting outcomes data to determine whether this process has also worked to
close care gaps.
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